Abstract. How to build a virtual terrain scene with high reality is always a hot topic in virtual reality. People have developed all kinds of techniques to enhance realism. To achieve this goal, we present an improved solution based on appearance consistency. We first use GDAL and VPB to acquire a large terrain and then smooth the normal of local particle in every tile's boundary region with its neighboring particles. Then we recalculate illumination parameters and use it to modify the height of the particle. Thirdly, we remap the height of the particle in the boundary region of adjacent tiles to realize 2D-3D appearance consistency in large terrain scene construction. We demonstrate our results with several challenging terrains and present qualitative evaluation to our method.
Introduction
Building large scale terrain scenes with high realism is very valuable in wide range of fields such as digital entertainment industry, geographic exploration, virtual reality and many other fields [1] . The rendering of terrain scene is the foundation during the environment construction. In early studies, due to poor computer hardware, scenes were always rough and lacked in realism. With the development of hardware technology, virtual terrain scene is becoming more and more realistic and the time cost is far less than before. In the past decades, different kinds of methods have been developed to express and build the terrain.
In terrain modeling, the existing technologies can be divided into several categories [2] : surface generation method, fractal, regular grid method, TIN-grid method, etc. The surface generation method is a traditional method which uses some common parametric surfaces, for instance, Bezier surface [3] , Coons surface [4] , rational B-spine surface [5] , etc. Generating compatible large scale paged terrains with geospatial imagery and digital elevation maps [6] still remains the problem of hard corresponding in 2D-3D, which leads to discontinuity results. Here, we present an efficient approach to remap 3D height value to the 2D texture value, which achieve consistence 2D appearance with realistic 3D structure.
Realistic Terrain Construction Method
Our approach uses the digital evaluation data and the corresponding geospatial imagery data. After acquiring enough data, we use GDAL to stitch the downloaded terrain files into a whole terrain scene. Then we update the normal of every particle in the boundary region and recalculate the illumination parameters to remap the 3D height value with the updated parameters.
Obtaining the 2D and 3D Digital Evaluation Data
In this paper, we adopt following measures to realize 2D-3D corresponding for achieving larger smooth terrain. Firstly, we acquire the customized tiles and stitch them into one large terrain file. Then, do grid processing to digital evaluation data in Geo-Tiff format with GDAL tools [7] .At last, get the geospatial imagery data according to the latitude and longitude coordinates of the specified range with Google Map [8] and using GDAL to modify the resolution of the acquired geospatial imagery data according to the coordinate information of the DEM data. Thus large scale paged 3D terrain databases can be generated.
Fitting the Illumination Parameters
We use the Blinn-Phong shading model to fit the illumination parameters. The Blinn-Phong shading model includes the ambient intensity, the diffuse reflection and specular reflection. We approximate the illumination parameters without considering specular reflection and denote the illustration model as can be calculated from the height P h of every particle:
Notice that from formula (1) that all variables can be acquired except for the illumination parameters a I and d I . Combining formula (1) and (2), the new illumination model can be expressed as
Where and can be fitted linearly using the particles in the current tile and that in the neighbor tile employing the observed 2D and 3D DEM data of these particles.
Recalculating the Particle Height in Boundary Region
After last step, we now have all the illumination parameters and recalculate the height value of the particles located in boundary region from formula (4). h calculated by Formula (5), (6) and (7). I are ambient components. Then, height of every particle in the boundary region is calculated by average of all the three channels.
Remapping 2D Appearance Using the Fitting Illumination Model
After the aforementioned steps, we remap the 2D appearance using the illumination model for smoothing results.
The steps can be summarized as follow:
Step 1: Acquiring digital evaluation data and geospatial imagery data and stitching these data into large scene terrain and create large scale paged terrain databases.
Step 2: Fitting the illumination parameters using Blinn-Phong shading model. Step 3: Recalculate the height value of every particle in the boundary region using the observed intensity.
Step 4: Remapping 2D appearance using the fitting illumination model. Step 5: Reconstruct the whole terrain scene to ensure every tile is updated with the updated height value and remapped appearance.
Step 6: Acquiring digital evaluation data and geospatial imagery data and stitching these data into large scene terrain and create large scale paged terrain databases.
Experiments
Quantitative evaluations of the presented method are provided here. We use the SRTM 90m Digital Evaluation data [9] . Our hardware platform is PC with Intel (R) Core (R) 2.7GHz CPU, 4 GB memory. The reconstruction result is rendered with Open Scene Graph [10] .
Experiment Results
We use four groups of different terrains to verify the performance of our method. The terrain piece in every group has 21845 tiles in their databases. Two groups are covered with texture and the other two are not. The comparative results are given in Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows the comparative effects of four groups of different terrains. Results in the top row are original results while in the bottom are from our method. Compared to the origin ones, our method did improve the reality of scenes. It is seems that the artifact from tile stitching is removed, which demonstrates that our approach is really effective. 
Time Performances
We did four experiments to test the time performance of our enhanced approach in appearance consistency. As listed in Table 1 , in each experiment, the average cost tine of our approach is very low while keeping enough details. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we present a solution to enhance the reality of the terrain appearance. The contributions of our work includes enhancement in 3D terrain appearance and time performance. Realistic terrain scenes can be obtained from our method based on pre-processed tiles from the steps of tile segmentation, illumination parameters recalculating, and height value of boundary particle updating. We have realized 2D-3D consistence in virtual scenes. Further study in this aspect still needs to be conducted to perfect the effect.
